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Intrusion detection is a critical component of network security. However, intrusion detection cannot play a very good role in the
face of APT and 0 day. It needs to combine intrusion prevention, deception defense, and other technologies to ensure network
security. Intrusion prediction is an important part of intrusion prevention and deception defense. Only by predicting the next
possible attack can we prevent the corresponding intrusion or cheat adversary more efficiently. However, the current research on
intrusion prediction has not received much attention. Most of the existing intrusion prediction research focuses on the prediction
of security situation, specific security events, system calls, etc., having limitation in applicability and sequence dependency. In
order to supplement this part of research, this paper reports the prediction of network penetration intrusion sequence for the first
time. By introducing the ATT&CK framework, this paper builds a dictionary for the penetration intrusion types and builds three
different seq2seq models.)e experiment runs on the public and generated sequence data based on real APTevents and adversary
groups resulting that the model can predict future penetration intrusion sequence with an accuracy of up to 0.90.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the threat of business network penetration,
cyberattack, is one of the major cybersecurity challenges.
)ese cyberattacks have specific targets and clear goals. )e
attackers who carry out these attacks are highly organized
and well-resourced. )ey work in groups, using stealthy and
multi-step attack techniques to achieve their goal [1]. )ese
technologies are of heterogeneous nature for different tactic
purposes, from spearphishing attachment [2] or supply
chain compromise [3] for initial access to vulnerabilities
exploit for execution [4], to Hijack or Token manipulation
for persistence and privilege escalation [5], to covert channel
for exfiltration [6]. Different intrusion detection systems
(IDS) have been invented to detect and mitigate these at-
tacks, such as malware detection [7], spearphishing detec-
tion, and covert channel detection. Now detection systems
have become the basement of cybersecurity. However, due to

the covert feature and 0-day vulnerability exploit of these
penetration cyberattacks, detection systems cannot mitigate
these threats completely. )us, more recently, the computer
security community has devoted more attention to intrusion
prevention [8] and deception defense [9]. Intrusion pre-
vention systems (IPS) protect valuable assets from cyber-
attacks by detecting anomalous behavior and taking
mitigation actions with the help of IDS. However, if we add
intrusion prediction modules into the IPS, the IPS can take
some preventive actions before the attack really happens. For
example, prevention systems can adjust the protection level
of specific network assets if these systems have gathered
anomalous behavior or predicted upcoming intrusion re-
lated to these assets. Deception defense systems attract at-
tackers to focus on the exposed fake network and fake service
so that the damage caused by the intrusion will not occur in
the real business network. )e information about attackers
and attack tools gathered by the deception system will be of
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great help to intrusion detection systems and other network
security tools. With the help of intrusion prediction, de-
ception defense systems can flexibly change and adjust its
services and deception strategies based on the upcoming
attacks.

As mentioned above, we have introduced the func-
tionality and necessity of intrusion prediction. Recently, the
community has also devoted attention to intrusion pre-
diction and similar research to help intrusion prevention
systems and deception defense systems work better. Ap-
proaches for addressing the intrusion prediction task include
discrete model approaches, continuous model approaches,
and machine learning approaches, as discussed by this paper
[10]. Different approaches are used in different fields of
intrusion prediction research, such as data mining and at-
tack libraries building used in the analysis of attack patterns
for attack projection [11, 12], adaptive grey model used in
network security situation prediction [13], and deep learning
model used in security events prediction [14], system-call
prediction [15], web attacks prediction [16], and alert in-
formation prediction [17]. Although there have been many
kinds of intrusion predictions, most intrusion prediction
models will encounter tremendous obstacles in practical
application. Many intrusion prediction models only pre-
dicted intrusion events that happened in a single terminal
computer or server [14, 16, 17], ignoring the relevance
among intrusion events that happened in different nodes in
the real network, which brings uncertainty to the real
business network application of these models. Although, due
to the great performance of deep learning, these models
actually predict specific security events or alerts that will
happen later, there is still inconvenience in real applications
because the effectiveness of security events will change
rapidly with the release and spread of patches, which results
in the need to update the security events library and retrain
the model frequently.

To address the problems mentioned above, we propose a
deep learning-based sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model
that predicts network penetration intrusion sequences from
the intrusions that happened already. We use the ATT&CK
enterprise matrix [18] to map the security events and in-
trusion alerts in the same network to penetration intrusion
technologies for different tactics. )e model predicts up-
coming penetration intrusion techniques such that the
model only needs to care about themapping of the ATT&CK
framework and the patterns of network penetration intru-
sion, which brings convenience to its application. After
obtaining the information of upcoming penetration intru-
sion technologies for specific tactics, the administrators or
different kinds of network security monitoring systems can
take actions easily, e.g., the administrator or intrusion
prevention system can adjust the protection level of specific
assets and network access control level after prediction to
avoid further asset damage. Deception defense systems can
adjust the service, information, and structure of the business
network and the honeynet to attract attackers continuously.

)e data of intrusion prediction are hard to obtain; many
models of papers run on data collected from security cor-
porations, and hence it’s almost impossible to make these

data public. To address this problem, we use public data from
the field of incident response research, provided by Yusuke
Takahashi [19]. )is paper generates targeted attack se-
quences data based on reports of eight actual security in-
cidents. However, the amount of these data is not enough to
support the training of the model; thus, we investigate the
groups listed in the ATT&CK page [20], collect the tech-
niques used by these groups, and use the data generation
tools provided by Takahashi [19] to generate the attack
sequence data for meeting the requirements of model
training. Finally, we run three different seq2seq models on
these attack sequences data and show that our approach is
effective in predicting the upcoming penetration intrusion
sequence with an accuracy of up to 0.90.

)e contribution of this paper is listed below.

(i) By introducing and building the seq2seq prediction
model, we extend the intrusion sequence prediction
problem from predicting next one element to
predicting one sequence, which is more suitable for
the penetration intrusion prediction scenario.

(ii) We firstly run the intrusion prediction model on
penetration attack sequence data to prove its ef-
fectiveness in learning features and completing
prediction tasks in penetration intrusion prediction
scenarios. We also discuss how to deploy the model
in practical applications.

(iii) We propose some designs and mechanisms about
the usage scenario of the intrusion prediction.

Although the model we built is just a simple seq2seq
model and the data are generated by a greedy algorithm and
manually fixed, we still want to publish our findings, hoping
this can inspire more researchers to divert their attention to
intrusion prediction and deception defense.

2. Background and Motivation

In this section, we will propose the necessary background
information to better explain our model, its application
scenario, and the motivation behind it.

2.1. Prediction and Forecasting in Cybersecurity. )ere are
several use cases of prediction and forecasting in cyberse-
curity, like attack projection, attack intention recognition,
intrusion prediction, and network security situation fore-
casting, as discussed in this survey [10].

Attack projection focuses on recognizing a specific
adversary’s action pattern and predicting the adversary’s
next action category, as discussed in [21]. )e approaches in
attack projection include attack graph building, attack plan,
and attacker estimating.)esemethods need to created prior
by experts. Attack intention recognition’s final task is to
figure out the ultimate goal of an adversary [22]. )e ap-
proaches for handling the recognition problem include
causal networks, path analysis, graphical modeling, and
Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN). Network security sit-
uation forecasting is proposed to predict how the overall
network security situation will evolve [23] and the system-
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level security situation will evolve, e.g., whether the website
will become malicious [24] and the machine will become
infected [25].

Intrusion prediction needs to predict what type of attack
will occur in a network or a single server [26]. Due to the
motivation we will talk later, we choose intrusion prediction
as our use case in the prediction of cybersecurity. As we have
chosen intrusion prediction as the solution to our problem,
we will talk about the methodology and model in detail
about intrusion prediction and explain why we choose the
seq2seq model as our final model.

)ere are several methods that will be used in intrusion
prediction, such as alerts correlation, sequence of action,
statistic methods, probability methods, and feature extrac-
tion. Alerts correlation interprets multiple alarms to se-
mantic information content associated with the message to
identify the relationship among alerts [27]. Sequence of
action records the information in the ordered set of many
kinds of security incidents, such as system call sequences
[28] and network packet sequences [29]. Statistic methods
investigate the collected data to reveal the underlying pat-
terns and trends.

Although statistic methods might not be suitable for
cybersecurity problems because of their linear analysis na-
ture, there are still many statistic algorithms that solve these
problems to suit different solutions, like linear regression,
weighted moving average, and exponential smoothing
[30, 31]. Probability methods represent the probability
distributions of cybersecurity parameters, with the hidden
Markov model (HMM) and Bayesian network being the
most representative models [32, 33].

Our application scenario is network penetration intru-
sion prediction. Due to the adversary groups taking multiple
steps to attack the network, network penetration intrusion
can be considered as a sequence. And considering the
previous comparison studies’ results in these papers [14, 17]
that deep learning-based statistic methods are much better
than the probabilistic methods, we use statistic methods to
learn the features in sequence data of penetration intrusion
and build the seq2seq model to solve this penetration in-
trusion prediction problem.

2.2. Deception Defense. )e need for deception defense
systems is the main motivator for us to perform the network
penetration intrusion prediction research; so, we will talk
about the deception defense in this section.

As defined in this paper [34], cybersecurity deception
misleads and confuses attackers to thereby cause them to
take (or not to take) specific actions that aid cybersecurity.
)e main deception tools are honey-based tools, including
honeypot, honeynet [35], honeytoken [36], and honeywords.
)ere are other deception tools in network and physical
layers [37, 38], like fingerprint hopping and address space
randomization.

In this section, we will mainly talk about honeynet
because there are many limitations of isolated use of de-
ception tools, like the lack of interaction with the adversary
and insecurity brought by high-interaction honeypot. )e

honeynet can use other deception tools and cooperate with
other cybersecurity systems in a network. To continuously
deceive adversaries that they are attacking the real system
and there are some cybersecurity leakages in the system, the
honeynet needs to adjust its node components, information
components, and services configurations according to some
deception strategies such that the adversaries will reside in
the honeynet for a long time and thereby help collect in-
formation about the adversaries and the tools they use more
easily.

One of the most important deception strategies is de-
ception interaction based on gathered information, as dis-
cussed in the honeypot deception strategy survey [39].
However, the research of the deception interaction strategy
between an adversary and a defender is still at an early stage
and focuses on very simple scenarios, as discussed in this
survey [40]. Many game theoretical models of interaction
between the attackers and the system are based on only a few
environment parameters and system actions.

We conclude the reason of game theory model being
impractical is the lack of interaction-related information.
)is way the model cannot choose so much parameters and
system actions because these parameters are just raw data
which are not easy for the model to handle.

We try to solve the problem by introducing penetration
intrusion prediction information to the deception strategy
model.)e penetration intrusion prediction information is a
highly abstract information of interaction between adver-
saries and network defenders. Deception defense systems
can use the intrusion prediction information and other
cybersecurity information as a summary of the network
situation and adversary status.

By introducing the prediction information and using the
docker-based honeypot [41], we believe more deception
strategies and actions can be proposed to keep the adver-
saries believing that they are in the real network and there is
some leakage in the network. )at’s the main motivation for
us to perform the network penetration intrusion prediction.
We can use firewall and routers to redirect anomaly access to
a honeynet server whose computing nodes and open services
are all run by docker containers.)e honeynet server collects
adversary information and takes deceptive actions to let the
adversary believe this is the real business network, such as
create honey tokens, create docker-based honeypot such that
the highly available interaction in the honeypot can increase
the reality of the network, change the network status after
one honeypot is attacked using docker control tools like
Kubernetes, and create a new honeynet if adversaries want to
move through subnets. )e design of penetration intrusion
prediction used in deception defense is shown in Figure 1.

2.3. Intrusion Prevention. )e need for intrusion prevention
systems (IPSs) is another motivation for us to dwell on the
penetration intrusion prediction research; we will talk about
the intrusion prevention system and the application of in-
trusion prediction in this section. )e intrusion prevention
system just has one more intrusion prevention engine
module than the intrusion detection system (IDS), based on
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this survey paper [42]. IPSs can be seen as an advanced
combination of IDS, firewall, anti-virus software, and other
cybersecurity control tools. IPSs still need to rely on the
result of IDS, just preparing some actions for security devices
to take to keep the damage minimal. However, IPSs cannot
take actions before initial damage happens; it also cannot
play a good role in the face of APTand 0-day attack due to its
strong dependency on intrusion detection engines. By
adding the intrusion prediction module to the IPS, the IPS
can take some preventive actions to avoid future damage,
such as credential access protection, application isolation
and sandboxing, boot integrity lock, limitations on instal-
lation, adding authentication, data backup, and limitations
on access to resource. Even if the damage cannot be avoided,
the IPS with the intrusion prediction module still can
confuse and perplex adversaries, giving defenders more time
to react. )at’s also a motivation for us to perform the
network penetration intrusion prediction research. We can
add an intrusion prediction module between the intrusion
detection engine and the prevention engine. After obtaining
the result of the intrusion prediction module, the prevention
engine can take some preventive actions as mentioned above
and can work normally to mitigate the existing damage
caused by the attacks and avoid further attacks.)e design of
the IPS with intrusion prediction is shown in Figure 2.

2.4. ATT&CK Framework. As mentioned above, our specific
intrusion prediction is network penetration intrusion predic-
tion. However, the types of penetration intrusions are hard to
define because the vulnerabilities and patches about cyberse-
curity change rapidly. )us, we use the Mitre ATT&CK
framework as our penetration intrusion knowledge base. )e
ATT&CK framework categories classify the adversary tactics
and techniques based on real-world observation. By defining
the types of penetration intrusion and building the cyberse-
curity threats dictionary, we can predict unobserved intrusion
based on observed ones due to the associations in these tactics
and techniques, as discussed in [43]. After introducing the
ATT&CK framework, the rest of the job is extracting these

associations’ information in the observed sequence using the
sequence model. )ere are many math models capable of
handling sequence data, including the autoregressive integrated
moving average (ARIMA) model, the Markov Chain model,
and the seq2seq model. We already know that the penetration
intrusion sequence will vary rapidly; thus, the ARIMAmodel is
not suitable for this application scenario. As a shallow learning
model, the Markov Chain model performs worse that the deep
learning model in some research [17]. As mentioned, if we can
predict a sequence rather than a single output, it will be helpful
for other corporation systems to react more precisely; hence,
the Markov Chain model may be not suitable for this appli-
cation scenario due to the lack of future environment infor-
mation. )e seq2seq model is an encoder–decoder model and
has been proven effective in many fields like machine trans-
lation and text summarization, which is similar to our appli-
cation scenario, i.e., building dictionary for elements and
learning the relationship information in sequences.

3. Materials and Methods

In this section, we will first introduce the methodology such
that the readers can easily understand the problems we want
to solve, why we need the seq2seq model, what kinds of data
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the seq2seq model needs, and how data are processed
through the model, which will greatly help understand the
data material and the whole paper.

3.1. Methodology. In the methodology section, we will first
introduce the application scenario of our model; then, we
will introduce the ATT&CK framework which categories the
specific intrusion techniques, and finally we will introduce
our seq2seq model and its three different components.

)e application scenario of our model is business net-
work penetration intrusion prediction, which is predicting
the upcoming network penetration intrusion based on the
penetration intrusion that happened before. To make our
model more practical, we use the seq2seq model to solve this
prediction problem. )e seq2seq model, first introduced by
Cho et al. [44] and Sutskever et al. [45], predicts the future
sequence based on the sequence that occurred already,
which is also a categorical model considering sequence
dependency and future prediction capability. Knowledge
about business network penetration intrusion is complicated
because the hardware and software environment and
existing vulnerabilities differ in different networks and
change rapidly through time. To satisfy the requirements of
the scenario and the model, we have to use some methods to
map these nearly countless network penetration intrusion
types to some specific categories such that these seq2seq
models can be trained with the data collected in different
business networks and applied to more scenarios. To solve
this mapping problem, we will introduce the ATT&CK
framework in the next paragraph.

)e ATT&CK framework is proposed by the MITRE
Corporation [18], which is a globally accessible knowledge
base of adversary tactics and techniques based on real-world
observations. We can map network intrusion types to
specific adversary techniques for different tactics using this
knowledge base, as discussed by Aghaei and Al-Shaer [46].
)is way, we can map cybersecurity incidents’ reports and
raw cybersecurity data collected in the network to ATT&CK
techniques and tactics. Now that we have information of the
ATT&CK techniques and tactics used in cybersecurity in-
cidents by adversaries, we can just sort these incidents,
techniques, and tactics by the occurrence time and get the
network penetration intrusion technique sequence that
happened in a specific incident. We can also list these
techniques and tactics in a table and generate sequence
intrusion sequence data from the table using the data
generation tool proposed by Takahashi et al. [19]. Detailed
information about this data will be explained in the data
material section. Till now, we have introduced the appli-
cation scenario of our model and the ATT&CK framework
which helps generate the training data of our model. In the
following paragraphs, we will introduce our seq2seq model
and its components.

)e seq2seq model is an encoder–decoder machine
learning framework that predicts future sequences based on
sequences that have already happened, such as word se-
quence, image sequence, and voice sequence. )e seq2seq
model has many implementations and components, such as

the RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) seq2seq, the LSTM
(Long Short-Term Memory) seq2seq, and the GRU (Gate
Recurrent Unit) seq2seq. In the seq2seq model, the encoder
reads the input sequence and produces a feature repre-
sentation in continuous space, while the decoder generates a
sequence based on the representation produced by the
encoder. )e basic architecture of our seq2seq model is
depicted in Figure 3.

)e network penetration intrusion sequence data can be
collected from cybersecurity incident reports or generated
from information about adversary groups and intrusion
techniques they used. We use si � t

(i)
1 , t

(i)
2 , . . . , t(i)

n  to
represent the network penetration intrusion sequence, while
t(i)
n represents the specific intrusion technique that is used by
the adversary at timestamp n during the whole network
penetration. We can collect or generate these sequences that
have different penetration purposes in different conditions
from cybersecurity incident reports and adversary groups’
information. We use D � s1, s2, . . . , sm  to represent these
sequences’ dataset. Of course, we will build a training dataset
DT and a validation datasetDV fromD, whereDV ∩DT � ∅.

)en, we will explain how the sequence data are pro-
cessed in our model. First, we need to specify the length of
the input and output sequences, which has a big impact on
the performance of the model. After that, we get one input
data x � tx1, tx2, . . . , txn  and output data
y � ty1, ty2, . . . , tyn . We use ht and st to represent the
hidden state of the encoder and the decoder and use Unitenc
and Unitdec to represent the processing unit of the encoder
and the decoder, such as LSTMenc, RNNenc, and GRUenc.
Now, we have the input and output process formulas listed
as follows:

ht � Unitenc xt, ht−1( ,

st � Unitdec yt−1, st−1( .
(1)

Considering the high relevance between intrusion
techniques, which is caused by adversaries using multi-step
attack techniques to achieve penetration, we decided to add
the attention mechanism to our model. )e attention
mechanism introduces the score function to compute the
score between the encoder hidden states and decoder hidden
states for capturing location information. )en, we can use
the score to compute the weight of the encoder hidden states
and the weighted average of the encoder hidden states.)ese
formula are listed as follows:

eij � score si−1, hj ,

αij �
exp eij 


nx

k�1 exp eik( 
,

ci � 

nx

j�1
αijhj.

(2)

Now, we get the weighted average of the encoder hidden
states for specific decoder hidden states and the decoder
hidden state. We can concatenate them and obtain the
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attention hidden state, which can be used to compute the
final output at specific timestamp.)ese formula are listed as
follows:

st � tanh Wc ct; st ( . (3)

After we get the attention hidden state, we can input the
attention hidden state to the dense layer which uses softmax
as its activation function.

yt � softmax st( . (4)

)e attention mechanism of our seq2seq model is
depicted in Figure 4.

We have introduced the seq2seq model and its attention
mechanism. To implement the seq2seq model, we can
choose different components. In this paper, we use the RNN,
LSTM, and GRU to implement the seq2seq model and test
its performance. We will talk about the details of these three
components.

Simple RNN uses a matrix W to connect its hidden state
to itself to implement the function of recurrence and rela-
tionship information memory.

ht � activation xt · U + ht−1 · W( . (5)

Its structure is shown in Figure 5.
LSTM and GRU are the most popular variants of re-

current neural network models for sequential prediction
scenarios. Instead of using a simple matrix to perform the
sequence information extraction task, they design different
mechanisms to do the memory task. As for LSTM, its hidden
state computing formula are as follows:

ht � ht
′, ct
′ . (6)

)e ht
′ represents the short memory of sequence in-

formation and ct
′ represents the long memory of sequence

information. LSTM uses the gate function to protect and
control the state of the memory. )e structure of LSTM is
shown in Figure 6.

)e hidden state computing formula of LSTM are as
follows:

ft � σ Wf · ht−1′ , xt  + bf ,

it � σ Wi · ht−1′ , xt  + bi( ,

ct � tanh Wc · ht−1′ , xt  + bc( ,

ot � σ Wo · ht−1′ , xt  + bo( ,

ct
′ � ft ∗ ct−1′ + it ∗ ct,

h
’
t � ot ∗ tanh ct

′( .

(7)

Different from LSTM using long-memory variant and
short-memory variant as the hidden state, the GRU com-
ponent uses one variant as the hidden state, designing the
reset gate and update gate to control the state of memory.
)e structure of GRU is shown in Figure 7.

)e hidden state computing formula of the GRU
component are as follows:

rt � σ Wr · ht−1, xt  + br( ,

zt � σ Wz · ht−1, xt  + bz( ,

ht
′ � tanh Wh · xt, ht−1 ∗ rt ( ,

ht � 1 − zt( ∗ ht−1 + z∗ ht
′.

(8)

3.2. Data Material. Data collection is hard. Many similar
intrusion prediction research come from network security
companies.)ey define and collect some specific security events
and performprediction on those data. Due to the confidentiality
and severity after publishing the dataset, almost no dataset was
published in previous research. We also want to use standard
attack techniques (like “T1002”) defined by the public knowl-
edge base instead of using specific security events, which makes
collection harder. Fortunately, after reading papers about se-
curity incident response, we got part of our data and data
generation tool fromTakahashi et al. [19].)ey investigate eight
actual cybersecurity incident reports and collect techniques and
tools adversary groups use in these incidents.)ey generate 800
network penetration scenarios and corresponding attack se-
quences based on this information. In order to supplement the
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Figure 3: )e basic architecture of our seq2seq model. “TXXXX” represents the network penetration intrusion techniques that are listed
through time and form a network penetration intrusion sequence.
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dataset, we also investigate several adversary groups about the
attack techniques and tools they use. )ese adversary groups
include APT32, Dragonfly, Leviathan, Patchwork, and other
groups. Detailed information about these adversary groups and
attack techniques can be found on this web page [20]. After
investigating the adversary groups and cybersecurity incidents,
we get their included attack techniques and estimate the
number of penetration scenarios according to the complexity of
the techniques.

After that we still need to perform some supplements
and corrections to these attack technique lists such that the
data generation tool can use these lists to generate complete
penetration scenarios. )ese supplements and corrections
improve the techniques lists’ dataset from multiple per-
spectives, such as checking missing tactics in these lists and
choosing appropriate techniques that achieve these pene-
tration tactics to supplement the lists, checking inappro-
priate techniques for data generation tool and then adding
them to the public excluded list, and investigating some
classic penetration intrusion techniques and then adding
them to the public included list. On the other hand, we do
these supplements and correlations for adding mutual in-
formation to these datasets of different groups due to the
lack of data amount and necessary mutual information to

H
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W H

xt+1

ht

W W
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U U
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Figure 5: )e structure of a simple RNN component.
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perform the training and prediction task. Mutual infor-
mation can be removed after enough investigation is done.
Researchers and corporations can also edit their own sup-
plementary techniques and public included techniques’ list
to make the prediction model appropriate for their own
business applications. In this paper, we will only list the core
ATT&CK attack techniques of groups and incidents because
of the data usage in our business commercial system.

)e overall information about Yusuke’s dataset and our
self-made dataset is depicted in Tables 1 and 2. )e infor-
mation includes the name of the investigated group or
cybersecurity incident, the number of generated penetration
scenarios, the core ATT&CK attack techniques in each
group or incident, and the data source.

After preparing the techniques’ lists, we still need to
configure the data generation tool. )e tool needs an atomic
red team repository [47] to obtain information about the
tools, tactics, supported platforms, input arguments, and
executors related to one specific attack technique.

As the tool requires such information, we have to
confirm that this tool works with ATT&CK version 3. )us,
we need to use this repository in a state before being
converted to Mitre ATT&CK sub-technique schema.

After we reset the version of the atomic red team re-
pository, we still need to add corresponding tactics to the
software definition file of specific technique, about 200 files
which contain about 1000 technique applications that need
to be defined. )e instruction of adding tactic definition and
preparing the red team repository can be found in the files of
the data generation tool.

We also need to edit the tool’s configurations on envi-
ronment as the tool requires. We use the network envi-
ronment learning tool to gather the information of active
entities and services in a network. )e environment infor-
mation gathering can be completed in three steps: envi-
ronment data collection, environment data processing, and
environment data transformation. We input the network
segment information to the environment learning tool.
)en, the environment data collection module will probe all
IP contained in the network segment to obtain the active
host IP in the network segment and use port scanning and
services detection to determine what services are running in
the TCP or UDP ports. After that, the data processing
module will process the information and build relationships
among services, hosts, and network segments. Finally, the
environment data transformation module will use the entity

model and property model to transform the processed data
to the environment yaml file which is needed by Yusuke’s
data generation tool. If the network is small, the environ-
ment information can be typed manually. If we want to
generate the data in a really complicated business network,
the network environment mechanism we designed will be
helpful. Our designed environment learning mechanism is
shown in Figure 8.

After these configurations, the data generation tool will
operate and generate the sequence data. )e generation tool
first selects the attack techniques from the included
ATT&CK attack techniques list by the configurations of
tools about how to do enterprise penetration attack, and
then uses the atomic red team repository and network
environment configurations to judge the correctness of the
selection. )e architecture of the data generation tool is
depicted in Figure 9.

Now, have enough network penetration intrusion se-
quence data, but we still need to process data before training.
First, we need to create a dictionary for all intrusion tech-
niques which canmap the technique to number. After we get
the number sequence data, we need to cut the number
sequence data according to the input length and output
length of the seq2seqmodel and add an initial and end flag to
it. Finally, we pad the data. We show the data processing in
Figure 10.

Till now we have all training data prepared. )e overall
information about the training dataset is depicted in Table 3.
Using the data generation tool, we generate 3600 network
penetration scenarios. Counting Yusuke’s 800 network
penetration scenarios, we have a total of 4400 network
penetration scenarios for training and validation. Each of the
network penetration scenario is a sequence composed of
attack techniques for different tactics. )e max length of
sequence is 36, i.e., in our generated network penetration
scenario, the adversary reached his goal or the end network
penetration is up to 36 steps. )is “max length” feature is
controllable to some extent. We try to set the max length not
too big or not too small during the configuration to imitate
the real network penetration as much as possible because
when the max length is too small, the adversary cannot use
enough attack techniques to perform an effective network
penetration and when the max length is too big, the ad-
versary is just stuck at a certain stage and cannot go on. Size
of the vocabulary represents the number of different attack
techniques in these sequences. For every step when
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predicting, the model outputs a 76-dimensional vector. )e
attack technique represented by the largest scalar number in
the vector is the result of the prediction at that step. )e
number of training sequences is the sequences that we put
into the model when training. It is much bigger than the
number of penetration scenarios because we split each
scenario to dozens of short sequences such that the model
can run efficiently and make the most of data. )e length of
the input and output sequences affects the accuracy, which is
reflected in the later experimental results. We will talk about
the limitation of the dataset in the discussion section.

3.3. SoftwareMaterial. We implement our seq2seq model in
Python3.8 with TensorFlow2.4 package. We create an
inherited encoder and decoder class from TensorFlow’s
“keras.Model” class and build the seq2seq model. We im-
plement the data generation tool based on Yusuke’s data
generation tool in Python3.8 with Faker, fnvhash, tinydb,
and PyYAML packages.

4. Results

It is worth noting that we do not provide much information
on the comparison with other existing methods for the
reason that there are no existing seq2seqmethods used in the
intrusion prediction field as far as we know. )ere are some

existing methods in the prediction task based on the in-
trusion sequence data, and thus we compare our accuracy
with that of the good existing method. For shallow learning
methods, as they have been proven not effective in the in-
trusion prediction field in other papers, we do not provide
these comparison experiments.

4.1. Overall Prediction Result. Our seq2seq model has three
implementations, the LSTM-seq2seq, the RNN-seq2seq, and
the GRU-seq2seq. In this section, we evaluate the overall
performance of our seq2seq model in predicting the future
intrusion techniques’ sequence.)e amount of our dataset is
not big, so we do not separate the data by the data source at
the first beginning and the main purpose of the experiment
is to prove the ability of our model to capture the internal
logical knowledge behind the intrusion technique sequence.
We will talk about the model’s performance when training
and testing on completely different data source in the next
section.

At the first stage of the experiment, we shuffle the data
and split it in the ratio of 0.8 and 0.2. )e first part is for
training and the other is for validation. )en, we adjust the
dropout, epoch, and hidden unit parameters to avoid
overfitting while training and testing the three seq2seq
models. )e overall prediction result of the LSTM-seq2seq
model is shown in Table 4.

Table 2: Overall information about our self-made dataset.

Id Investigated Group (G) or
cybersecurity incident (I) name

Number of
penetration
scenarios

Core ATT&CK attack techniques Data
source

1 Patchwork (G) 400

T1119, T1009, T1088, T1059, T1003, T1132, T1022, T1005,
T1074, T1073, T1189, T1173, T1203, T1083, T1107, T1066,
T1036, T1112, T1027, T1086, T1093, T1060, T1076, T1093,
T1060, T1076, T1105, T1053, T1064, T1063, T1045, T1193,

T1192, T1082, T1033, T1204, T1102

Self-made

2 Leviathan (G) 400
T1009, T1197, T1116, T1059, T1074, T1140, T1203, T1027,
T1086, T1060, T1117, T1105, T1064, T1023, T1193, T1192,

T1204, T1078, T1102, T1047, T1084
Self-made

3 APT32 (G) 800
T1017, T1009, T1094, T1073, T1189, T1068, T1070, T1036,
T1050, T1027, T1086, T1117, T1105, T1053, T1216, T1193,

T1071, T1082, T1033, T1099, T1204, T1078, T1100
Self-made

4 Redbaldknight (G) 400

T1087, T1009, T1088, T1059, T1003, T1024, T1002, T1132,
T1022, T1005, T1039, T1140, T1189, T1203, T1083, T1107,
T1036, T1097, T1086, T1060, T1105, T1018, T1053, T1113,

T1064, T1193, T1071, T1032, T1124, T1204, T1102

Self-made

5 MagicHound (G) 400

T1059, T1043, T1003, T1002, T1114, T1083, T1107, T1056,
T1027, T1086, T1057, T1060, T1105, T1113, T1064, T1193,
T1192, T1194, T1071, T1082, T1016, T1033, T1065, T1204,

T1102

Self-made

6 Cobalt (G) 400

T1088, T1191, T1173, T1203, T1068, T1107, T1046, T1050,
T1027, T1086, T1055, T1108, T1060, T1117, T1219, T1076,
T1105, T1053, T1064, T1193, T1192, T1071, T1032, T1204,

T1220

Self-made

7 Dragonfly (G) 800

T1087, T1098, T1110, T1059, T1043, T1136, T1003, T1002,
T1005, T1074, T1089, T1189, T1114, T1133, T1083, T1107,
T1187, T1070, T1036, T1112, T1135, T1069, T1086, T1012,
T1060, T1076, T1105, T1018, T1053, T1113, T1064, T1023,
T1193, T1192, T1071, T1016, T1033, T1221, T1204, T1078,

T1100

Self-made
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We set the number of hidden units to 64 because
overfitting happens when the number of hidden units is too
big due to the limitation of data amount, and after exper-
iments we find increasing the number of hidden units and
dropout parameter will not bring great improvement to this
model. We also find the accuracy on the validation dataset
decreases slightly with the increasing of the dropout pa-
rameter, which helps avoid overfitting in the model.

We can observe from the result that the input length and
the output length are critical to the performance of the
model. When the output length is set to one, the LSTM-

seq2seq model is nearly the same with the common LSTM
model. )e LSTM-seq2seq model with an output length 1
encodes the input data to a hidden state, its decoder decodes
the hidden state, and start flag to a decoder hidden state
which is used to generate the final output. )e start flag has
no meaning and will not bring much difference to the
output. In this situation, the model reaches an accuracy of
0.90 which is not far from other results in the field of in-
trusion prediction, such as 0.93 for predicting the security
event [14], proving that this model we built can extract and
learn the information in penetration intrusion sequence data
efficiently.

When we change the input length of the model, we find
that the validation accuracy of the model barely changed.
)e result proves that the input length of 5 is enough for the
model to extract information about the penetration intru-
sion sequence. )e result also proves the data limitation that
sequences with a length of more than 5 contain almost no
more information than shorter sequences. To better check
that, we performedmore experiments about the input length
and the output length; the result is shown in Figure 11.

From the heatmap, we can observe that models with an
input length of more than 5 perform not much better than
models with an input length of 5, and models with an input
length of less than 5 perform much worse than models with
an input length of 5. It proves our previous thoughts that
sequences with a length of more than 5 contain just fewmore
information due to the limitations of the dataset and ap-
plication scenario. We can easily understand this phe-
nomenon; when the length of the input penetration
intrusion sequence is more than 5, the relationship between
the last and first penetration intrusion techniques is pretty
weak. Although there is still a possibility that strong cor-
relation exists between the two penetration intrusion
techniques, like techniques for initial access tactic and
techniques for lateral movement tactic, the limitations of the
generated data make this improvement of long sequence
input not too obvious. We will talk about the limitations of
the dataset in the discussion section. Now considering the
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above analysis, we set the input length to 5 in the following
experiments.

)e accuracy decreases with an increase in the output
length. When we change the output length of the model, the
validation accuracy changes rapidly, from 0.89 to 0.47. It
shows the limitation on the seq2seq model: long distance
prediction and dataset; we will talk in detail about this
phenomenon and the solution in the actual application in
the following section.

We also use the RNN-seq2seq and GRU-seq2seq models
to run the experiments. )e overall prediction result of the
RNN-seq2seq and GRU-seq2seq models is shown in Table 5.
)e comparison heatmap between the three models is show
in Figure 12.

From the result, we observe that the information ex-
traction and the inference ability of RNN and GRU are
weaker than that of LSTM in the application scenario of
sequence prediction. Especially, the validation accuracy of
the RNN-seq2seq model drops dramatically with an increase
in the output length, proving the basic RNN component is
not suitable for the seq2seq model. We have confirmed that
LSTM is the best component in these three for the seq2seq
model; thus, further experiments on the influence of the
training dataset and sequence length will only use the LSTM-
seq2seq model. Readers can assume the RNN-seq2seq and
the GRU-seq2seq as a weakened version of LSTM-seq2seq in
this application scenario.

4.2. Influence of Sample Distribution. It’s important to
measure one model’s inference ability in a completely new
environment, and so-called sample distribution. In the ex-
periment of the binary classification model, the distribution
of positive and negative samples can produce a ROC curve,
and finally prove the discrimination ability of the model. In a
multi-classification model, the sample distribution mainly
refers to the samples in different scenes or at different times.
If the training data and validation dataset of the multi-

classification model belong to different distributions, the
change of accuracy will reflect the complexity of the problem
solved by the model and the necessity of updating the model
regularly. )e measurement results will reflect the robust-
ness and practicability of the model to new data and new
environment to a certain extent.

Due to the limitation of the data amount, we shuffle the
data before the overall experiments to prove the model’s
ability to catch and learn the internal knowledge in the
sequence data. After the overall experiments, we now design
some experiments to test the influence of the training
dataset. For convenience, we only use the LSTM-seq2seq
model with the input and output length of 5 and 3. First, we
cut the whole dataset in Table 1 and Table 2 to separate the
dataset. In our definition, dataset 1 contains data from
APT29, Bronze Butler, Clinton campaign, and Japan Pen-
sion Service; dataset 2 contains data from National Institute
of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, SingHealth,
South Korean banks and broadcasting organizations, and
Ukrainian electricity distribution companies; dataset 3
contains data from Patchwork and Leviathan; dataset 4
contains data from APT32; dataset 5 contains data from
Redbaldknight and Magic; dataset 6 contains data from
Cobalt and Dragonfly. For a specific dataset, we train the
model on the rest dataset and test the model on the specific
dataset. We show the result in Figure 13.

From the result, we can observe that all experimental
accuracy results on completely separate datasets are much
smaller than the overall experiment’s accuracy.)at’s because
there is penetration scenario information in the separate test
dataset which does not exist in the training dataset.

We can also observe that the experimental accuracy
results on dataset 1 and dataset 2 are much smaller than the
rest. )at’s because of the different data generation methods.
We get the public dataset 1 and dataset 2. As for datasets 3–6,
we investigate the adversary groups about the attack
ATT&CK techniques and tools they used. During the in-
vestigation, we must investigate the attack techniques for

Table 3: Overall information about the training dataset.

Number of penetration scenarios 4400
Number of sequences About 100k, change slightly with the input and output length
Size of vocabulary 74
Max length of sequence 36

Table 4: )e overall prediction result of the LSTM-seq2seq model.

LSTM-seq2seq model prediction result id Input length Output length Accuracy on validation dataset Number of hidden units
1 5 1 0.89 64
2 6 1 0.90 64
3 7 1 0.90 64
4 5 1 0.90 128
5 5 2 0.87 64
6 5 3 0.85 64
7 5 4 0.82 64
8 5 5 0.79 64
9 5 6 0.75 64
10 5 10 0.60 64
11 5 15 0.47 64
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different tactics such that these attack techniques can form a
complete penetration scenario which is needed by the data
generation tool. )ese tactics include persistence, privilege
escalation, defense evasion, credentials access, discovery,
lateral movement, collection, and exfiltration. Many groups
do not have enough attack techniques to form complete
penetration scenarios, and thus we add some techniques to
the attack techniques list of these adversary groups, resulting
in some similarity among datasets 3–6.)at’s the reason why
the experimental result on separate datasets 3–6 is better
than the rest.

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our
model on completely separate datasets and analyse the
reason for the accuracy decreasing. When applied to an
actual business network environment, we still have to
supplement the dataset.

4.3. Influence of Sequence Length. From the overall perfor-
mance of ourmodel, we can observe that sequence length is a
critical parameter, especially the output sequence length.
Seq2seq is actually a machine learning framework. After a
seq2seqmodel gets one prediction result, it will put the result
to the next input such that the model can predict a whole
sequence. However, the prediction result of one timestamp
contains not only the information of input and previous
predictions, but also the error accumulated during previous
predictions. )e longer the sequence, the bigger the accu-
mulated error.)at’s the reason why the prediction accuracy
drops from 0.89 to 0.47 with an increase in the output length.

To solve the problem, in the real-life application of the
model, we can set the length of the output sequence not too
big and update the input sequence frequently. To implement
this design, we should create a stack to store the ATT&CK
techniques and an algorithm to decide whether we should
replace the prediction technique with new techniques or
create a new input sequence at the time of prediction; we
should also set enough zero padding location in the input
sequence such that we can enter the changeable sequence
data to the input for model inference. It’s worth noting that
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Table 5: )e overall prediction result of the RNN-seq2seq and GRU-seq2seq models.

Model prediction result id Model component Input length Output length Accuracy on validation dataset
1 RNN 5 1 0.83
2 RNN 5 2 0.80
3 RNN 5 3 0.74
4 RNN 5 5 0.64
5 RNN 5 10 0.43
6 GRU 5 1 0.87
7 GRU 5 2 0.85
8 GRU 5 3 0.82
9 GRU 5 5 0.72
10 GRU 5 10 0.53
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we still need to map the cybersecurity information, maybe
including exploit samples and logs that occurred in the
actual network to the ATT&CK techniques, but that’s not
the scope of this paper; readers can learn about the mapping
on the ATT&CK web page. )e application scenario is
shown in Figure 14.

5. Discussion

5.1. Data Limitations. Seq2seq is a machine learning
framework; it encodes the existing sequence and decodes
the context information to predict the future sequence.
)e seq2seq model is a statistic model in a broad sense.
)e application scenario of our model is network pene-
tration intrusion prediction. )e model should be able to
capture the internal information from these sequences
about how adversaries run network penetration. Facing
different network environments, the adversary will take
different steps. )e ATT&CK framework knowledge base
turns the adversary intrusion behaviour to hundreds of
attack techniques for several tactics such that the ad-
versary intrusion behaviour can be modelled and pre-
dicted. However, the dataset about network penetration
intrusion is so small; even in some big-scale and de-
structive cybersecurity incidents, the attack sequences
that intruders have followed is not much and hard to
collect. Even in this situation of the dataset, under con-
sideration of insecurity brought by the exposure of
software, hardware, and network conditions, most cor-
porations will not publicize corresponding attack se-
quence information and logs after they are attacked,
bringing inconvenience to the research of incident re-
sponse and intrusion prediction.

To solve the data amount problem and meet the basic
data amount requirement of the model, we have to use the
public attack sequence data and generate more data based on
the investigation of adversary groups. In fact, public data are
also generated from investigating adversary groups and
cybersecurity incidents. )ere are barely no public attack
sequence data that only come from real network penetration.

)e data generation tool is essential to the quality of the
dataset. As mentioned above in the data material section, we
just need to initialize the tool and give the tool a list of
ATT&CK attack techniques. )e data generation tool will
select one technique at one step based on its choice strategy,
which includes a lot of attack information, and then judge its
legitimacy using the atomic red team repository and other
functional codes.

)e model is trained and tested on generated data,
proving its ability to learn the sequence information.
However, when used in real applications, the data need to be
updated and fixed. )e dataset still has some limitations.

First, more investigation needs to be done. )e dataset
needs to contain all attack techniques to make the model
more practical. In real applications, we need to investigate
more penetration scenarios to let the dataset contain in-
formation among all these attack techniques such that the
model can imitate the existing attack patterns at least.

Second, the data generation material needs to be
updated. All material related to the data is based on the
ATT&CK framework version 3, including the atomic read
team repository, the technique lists we collected, and the
data generation tool. )e latest version of the ATT&CK
framework contains sub-techniques under one specific at-
tack technique and decreases the number of techniques,
making the framework more reasonable. Our paper just
provides a model and generates some demonstrative data to
solve the intrusion prediction problems. If used in real
applications, the data material still needs to be updated, and
the endeavour in this update will be quite big.

)ird, data enrichment and augmentation need to be
done. Under the framework of the ATT&CK cybersecurity
threat knowledge base, we can try to generate other intrusion
sequence dataset to supplement our dataset using other
generation methods in the future work. )ere is some
researchabout attack plans generation [48, 49] and red team
emulation [50, 51]. We can modify these models using the
threat definition of the ATT&CK framework and generate
more targeted attack sequence data. In future works, we can
also use expertise knowledge to score these datasets and use
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Figure 13: )e experimental result on a completely separate dataset.
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data augmentation for datasets with high scores, such as
repeating, random cutting, sample pairing, and variation
auto-encoder data augmentation.

5.2.Model Limitations. Since application scenarios need our
model to capture the characteristics in the input techniques’
sequences, we add the LSTM, RNN, and GRU components
and attention mechanism to this model. Although previous
experimental results have proven its ability to capture and
learn the characteristics of the sequence data, our seq2seq
model still has some limitations and can be improved. We
now discuss the model limitations in this section so that
researchers can modify and improve our model more easily.

First, there are still many components that can make up
the seq2seq model, including CNN [52], transformer [53],
and pointer generator network [54]. When using these
models to solve the intrusion prediction problem, the
dataset also needs to be fixed according to the requirements
of the models. )ese components provide different ways to
capture the characteristics in the sequences data. )ese
models may be more suitable for penetration intrusion
sequence prediction problems.

Second, more mechanisms can be added to the seq2seq
model for the penetration intrusion prediction application
scenario. Now, our model takes the penetration intrusion
sequence as input, learning the characteristics in these se-
quences. However, the intrusion sequence information is
highly related to the information of the network environ-
ment in which the penetration really occurs. Although the
choice of intrusion techniques must have considered the
network environment already, there is still missing envi-
ronment information in the prediction scenario, which
influences the performance of the model and brings un-
certainty to the real-life application of the model. We need to
add more mechanism to give the model the ability to use
more information about the network environment, software
environment, hardware environment, and even some more.

However, most existing mechanisms about the seq2seq
model care about the information in these sequence data,
like attention and self-attention mechanism, not providing a
way to compute more information parameters. If we want
other environment parameters to be included in the model,
we might use some reinforcement learning mechanism in
the seq2seq model, as discussed in [55]. We can consider the
environment information and other not directly related
information as state and let the state influence the model. It
still needs a lot of theoretical work.

5.3. Deployment and Application. As already discussed,
besides dataset and model improvement, we still need to
map the security information collected in a network to the
ATT&CK attack techniques when we actually deploy the
seq2seq model. )e work of the actual deployment will be
heavy and complicated and we have discussed it in the
previous sections. To map the security information to
techniques and tactics, we need to collect these kinds of
information first, including shell commands, malware ac-
tions, network packets, user account information, device and
network access information, alert information, and other
related information. We can use some information collec-
tion tools like Elasticsearch Beats, Beats-based scripts,
network information protocol, SNMP, and so on. After that,
we need to extract the critical part using some data search
engine or machine learning and search it in the ATT&CK
threat knowledge base, atomic red team repository, or other
cybersecurity knowledge database to judge what tactic and
technique the intrusion belongs to. )e designed raw data
mapping mechanism in real applications is shown in
Figure 15.

Now, we turn our attention back to the model’s appli-
cation with other cybersecurity systems after deployment.
After we deploy the model, we can get the future several
attack techniques with different tactics the adversary may
take. If we input the information into the intrusion
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Figure 14: )e designed prediction scenario of our model.
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prevention system, the system can know the intrusion tactics
the adversary wants to achieve and take actions accordingly;
for example, the IPS can check or reset the user right after
predicting the attack techniques for privilege escalation
tactic; the IPS can restrict access to important assets after
predicting the attack techniques for collection and exfil-
tration tactics; the IPS can limit software installation and
check boot integrity after predicting some attack techniques
for persistence tactic. )e security system can provide many
mitigation suggestions with the help of the ATT&CK
framework, as discussed in [56]. More details about how to
take mitigation actions to fight against the attack techniques
can be seen on the ATT&CK mitigation web page. If we put
the information into the deception defense system, the in-
formation can help the deception defense system in the same
way. Honeynet is one kind of deception defense system. If
honeypot in the system is based on a docker, as discussed in
[41], it can change its service and asset information easily to
attract the hacker according to the predicted attack tech-
niques the adversary will take; this way the honeynet can trap
the hacker and collect information, as discussed in [35].

6. Related Work

6.1. Intrusion Sequence Data Generation. Our intrusion
prediction model is based on the ATT&CK enterprise-tar-
geted attack sequence data generated by APTGen [19].)ere
are also many similar researches about attack sequence
generation, attack tree generation, and automatic penetra-
tion of red team due to the prohibitive cost and requirements
of deploying red team and the data collection difficulty.
Attack plan generation and attack graph generation are
researched in these papers [48, 49, 57]. Automatic pene-
tration of red team is researched in these papers [50, 51, 58].
)ese papers [59, 60] discuss the strategy and the uncertainty
details about penetration attack.)ese models and strategies
are based on some theories and some cybersecurity threat

frameworks like the Markov Decision Process, Cyber Kill
Chain framework, and the ATT&CK framework. However,
most existing papers have the problem that theories cannot
be implemented or there are too few attack techniques and
tactics to be considered. APTGen generated multiple attack
sequences that an adversary may execute in a targeted en-
vironment with the help of the ATT&CK framework and the
atomic red team repository.)us, we choose APTGen as our
dataset and data generation tool finally.

6.2. IntrusionPrediction. Our intrusion prediction approach
is based on attention seq2seq model with the RNN, LSTM,
and GRU components. In the past several years, there have
been many efforts to use machine learning methods to solve
intrusion prediction problems in many scenarios. For in-
stance, Tiresias [14] uses the LSTM model to predict up-
coming security events based on security events’ sequence
with comparison to the Markov Chain model and spectral
learning model. Ansari [17] uses the Conv-LSTM model to
predict the upcoming alert information based on the existing
alert sequence with comparison to shallow learning. Liu
[61, 62] collected external measurable features about an
organization’s business network to predict security inci-
dents. As for the prediction of Cyber Kill Chain-related
penetration intrusion prediction, there are just few re-
searches. Danneman [63] built a model to predict lateral
movement patterns. Noor [64] proposed a machine learning
framework to identify cybersecurity threats based on ob-
served attack patterns. Shaer [43] proposed a hierarchical
clustering algorithm to provide statistically significant and
explainable technique correlations of adversarial attack
techniques and tactics of the ATT&CK framework.)ey also
proposed one thought that constructing the associations will
enable predicting unobserved attack techniques based on
observed ones. As far as we know, we are the first to build
models to predict specific adversarial techniques and tactics
based on the ATT&CK framework.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we built a seq2seq model with attention
mechanism for the prediction of network penetration in-
trusion prediction. We evaluated the model on public and
generated attack sequence data under the ATT&CK
framework. )e model reaches a high accuracy when the
sequence length is short and the dataset is simple, showing
its ability to catch information and learn features in these
penetration intrusion sequence data. )e model’s accuracy
decreases with an increase in the output length and data
complexity due to the inherent data limitations and model
limitations, which brings difficulties to the application of the
model. We discussed these limitations, possible solutions,
and model applications with other cybersecurity systems.
We will then try to solve these problems and apply the
prediction model to other systems, as our future work.
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